
Deconstruction Circus – How to motivate?

Workshop Miguel/Caro

About this workshop:
The main point of this workshop is to create a space to share and think about our 
position as  trainers. Usually we put some goals (for example a cartwheel) that are really
high for the possibilities of the students. 

We wanted to make a reflexion about what to do and how to value the possibilities of 
any cartwheel that appear in the process of learning the „perfect“ cartwheel.

1. Figure out – ask the students  ( time 6 min):
     Wich way do you know how to say no? 

 i can´t
 too dangerous
 excuses
 i m not made fort hat
 body position
 run/hide
 impossible
 staing quiet

   What do you usually do to help? (solutions)
 take care
 smal steps
 out of situation
 till now / try later
 step by step
 think of other ways
 give examples /visions

2. Confrontation (time 4 min) 
    Let them try someting they never did before. 
    We prefer trapeze, juggling and cartwheel.

We like to put  them in a  difficult position to feel the frustration of „not being able“ to do
some exercises. 

3. Feedback about frustration/feelings and speak about examples (15 min)
After the 2. we made a small meeting circle to describe how everybody was feeling. And 
that was the start of a change in their way of thinking. 

First of all we share with them some examples of our own experience:



- In Caro's school there is one boy that has been juggling with just one ball for half 
a year. Other students asked him WHY?? The answer was that he can do a whole 
show with one ball tricks (thousands of them). Not only juggling with three or 
four balls for one time.

- Miguel uses some teaching steps to teach front flip in the shows because there are
also interesting.

After this we shared some more examples we started with the main idea:

If you think about one skill – cartwheel – you will have a picture in your mind 
about how it has to look. 

The definition of a wheel is that every hand and foot have to touch the ground 
one after the other. To explain this, we took a hula hoop, and asked them to make 
the cartwheel movement with it. They made the „perfect“ movement. So we use 
the hoola to make some other possibilities that could be a cartwheel also.

With this, we wanted to make a reflexion about what is a skill. How many skills 
would appear during the process of learning and how we, as a teachers, should 
use all them. 

There is not a perfect movement. Trying to find that is sometimes really 
frustrating for the students. There is another way to learn and motivate: ALL THE
MOVEMENTS OR STEPS ON THE PROCESS OF LEARN A SKILL ARE ALREADY 
CORRECT. And we can use them in a show, for example. 

 

 break down thinking 
 where is the starting point from your students? 
 example wheel: you can use every wheel, that appears during the process of 

learning a wheel. 
 give every step the same importance as the last movement and your goal.

This picture shows the normal process of learning a skill. In the top of the graphic you 
can see where is the „top movement“. Behind that line we have the different starting 
points (that depends of the student). Normally we use a hierarchy of movements. That’s 
what the graphics shows.



In this graphic 
we show our 
idea. All the 
starting points 
are already a top
movement. And 
our work as a 
teacher could be 
give it 
importance and 
use them.

4. Creative Work/Fun (10 min)
     Find your way to do tricks/1000 ways possible. 

5. Little Showing at the End, show us what happen to you. (10 min)
    (goes over to Feedback) 


